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ON THE TERMINAL VALUE PROBLEM 
FOR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
WITH DEVIATING ARGUMENTS 
V. A. STAIKOS and P. CH. TSAMATOS, Ioannina 
(Received November 5, 1981) 
Abstract. The problem of the existence and uniqueness of solutions x of the equation 
(E) xV) - f(t; x[at(t)l..., x[ak(t)]) 
under the "terminal" condition lim *(/) = f, where f is a vector in Rn or C", is studied. 
t-*co 
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1. Introduction 
This paper is concerned, with the existence and uniqueness of solutions x of the 
differential equation with deviating arguments 
(E) *X0=/( ' ;*L>i(0], ...,*[**(')]) 
which satisfy the "terminal" condition 
(C) limx(0 = f, 
f-*oo 
where £ e Kn and K stands for the real line R or for the complex plane C. The 
function/: [t0, oo) x(liT
n)* -> Kn is a locally Caratheodory one and moreover the 
real-valued functions oiyi~ 1, 2, ..., k are supposed to be continuous on [f0, oo) 
and, as usually, such that 
lim (Tf(0 == oo (i « 1, 2, ..., fc). 
The existence of solutions for the above "terminal-value" problem (E)-(C) is 
closely related to that of asymptotic equilibrium for the equation (E). Among 
numerous studies on the asymptotic equilibrium we choose to refer the recent 
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ones due to Ladas and Lakshmikantham [5, 6] and Mitchell [8] for ordinary 
differential equations as well as Hallam, Ladas and Lakshmikantham [3] for 
functional differential equations. For the case of ordinary differential equations 
we mention the paper of Hallam [2] where the existence of solutions of the terminal 
value problem is treated by a comparison principle. Finally, for general interest 
and with respect to the differential equations with deviating arguments we refer 
also Kurzweil [4], Linf [7] and Pandolfi [9] for asymptotic properties of 
exponential type. 
2. Existence 
The technique used for the existence of solutions of the terminal value problem 
(E)— (C) is based on the well-known Schauder fixed point theorem. 
The Schauder theorem. Let E be a Banach space and X any nonempty convex and 
closed subset ofE. If S is a continuous mapping of X into itself and SX is relatively 
compact, then the mapping S has at least one fixed point (i.e. there exists an x e X 
with x = Sx.) 
The concrete Banach space which appears in the following is the space 
-9r([7o> °°)> *"")» T^T0, of all continuous and bounded K"-valued functions on 
the interval [T0, oo) which are constant on [ r 0 , T], endowed with the usual 
sup-norm || ||. For subsets of the space BT([T09 oo), K
n) we need also the compact-
ness criterion below (cf. Avramescu [1] and Staikos [10, 11]), which is a con-
sequence of the well-known Arzela —Ascoli theorem and it is based on the concept 
of "equiconvergence". 
A set !F of Kw-valued functions defined on the interval [T0, oo) is said to be 
equiconvergent at oo if all functions in SF are convergent in Kn at the point oo and, 
moreover, for every e > 0 there exists an A ^ T0 such that, for all functions fe & 
f = A=>|f(0-limf(s)|<e. 
5-+00 
Compactness criterion. Let 3F be an equicontinuous and uniformly bounded subset 
of the Banach space BT([T0, oo), K
n). If$F is equiconvergent at oo, it is also relatively 
compact. 
Now, for every r > 0 we introduce the function ar defined by the formula 
ar(t) = max |f(t; zl9 ...,zk) |, t ^ t0 
\*i\£r 
i = l , 2 , ...,* 
Theorem 1. If for every r > 0, 
(r \ °° 
V ° far(0d*<oo, 
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then for every £ e Kn the terminal value problem (E)—(C) has at least one solution x 
on an interval of the form [T, oo). 
Proof. Let 
K = x Btf„ r), £(ft, r) = {weK ; | w - ft | = r}, 
»-=i 
where { = (ft, . . . , ft) e #" and r > 0. We set 
T0 = min {t09 min ax(t)9..., min ak(t)\ 
t^t0 t^t0 
and, by condition (CJ, we choose a T = T0 so that 
(1) WOdl-Sf. 
Now, let the Banach space K = BT(\T09 oo), jf") and the subset X of E9 
X = | xG£: | | x~a i ^ y } . 
The set X is obviously nonempty and, as it is easy to see, it is convex and closed. 
In order to define a mapping 5, which satisfies the assumptions of the Schauder 
theorem, we remark that for any function x = (xl9 ...9xn)eX and for every 
t*T09 
| x i ( 0 - f t | ^ | x ( 0 - ^ | g y < r . 
Hence, because of the choice of T0 we have 
xlat(t)-]eK9 t^T (i = 1,2,...,*;) 
and therefore for every / = T 
I fit; *|>i(0], • • •, *[**«]) I = ar(0-. 
Thus, because of (Ct)9 we have that for every t ^ T the improper integral 
00 
J /(s; x[(T.(s)],.... x[<r4(s)]) ds 
r 
exists in JT* and hence the formula 
y(t) = Z - f /(s; xfofc)],.. . , xfo(s)])ds, i = T 
defines a mapping £ : X -• is. This mapping is the required-one. Namely, it satisfies 
the following, 
a) SX s X. 
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In fact, taking into account (1), for every function xeX and for any t ^ T 
we have 
| (Sx) (I) - € I - I J f(s; x foM] , . . . , x[(Tk(s)]) ds | = J a,(s) ds £ -£-. 
t t L 
b) The set SX is relatively compact. 
Let any xeX. As in a), it follows that 
namely 
| (Sx) (01 = | { | + y for every t = T, 
Sxll ł l € l + - j . 
Therefore, the set SX is a uniformly bounded subset of the space E. Moreover, 
it is equiconvergent at oo, since 
CO 
I (Sx)(t) - £ | ^ J ar(s)ds for every t ^ T. 
Also, it is easy to see that for every tl912 with T0 ^ tt ^ r2, 
|(Sx)(r1)~(Sx)(r2)|^Jfar(5)ds, 
which means that the set SXis equicontinuous. Thus, by the compactness criterion 
we conclude that SX is relatively Compact. 
c) The mapping S is continuous. 
, Let x G X and (xv) be an arbitrary sequence in X with || || - l im xv = x. Then 
we have 
lim X-JVJCO] = x[°i(t)l t^T (i = l,2,...,fc). 
Thus, by applying the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we obtain 
CO 00* 
lim J f(s; x„[>i(s)],..., xv[<rfc(s)]) ds = J/(s; x^^s)] , . . . , x[ok(s)]) ds. 
So, for every t ^ T we have the pointwise convergence 
lim(Sxy)(t) = (Sx)(t). 
It remains to prove that 
|| H -limSxv = Sx. 
To this end, we consider any subsequence (t/M) of (Sxy). Because of relative com-
pactness of SX, there exists a subsequence (i;A) of (wM) and a function y e E9 so that 
|| || - l im vx = >\ 
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Since the uniform convergence implies the pointwise one to the same limit function, 
we must always have 
y = Sx. 
We have thus proved that the mapping S satisfies the assumptions of the 
Schauder theorem and hence there exists a function x e X with Sx = x9 namely 
00 
x(t) - t ~J f(s; *(>,.(-)],....x[<7t(s)])ds, . £ T. 
t 
Obviously, x is a solution of the terminal value problem (E)—(C). 
3. Uniqueness 
The uniqueness of solutions of the terminal value problem (E) — (C) is established 
under a generalized Lipschitz condition on / , but only for differential equations 
of advanced type. 
Theorem 2. If the equation (E) is of advanced type and for every compact subset B 
of the space (Kn)k the function f satisfies 
(C2) I fit; x . , . . . , xk) - f(t; yt,.... yk)\ £ LB(*) £ | x, - yt | 
for every t ^ t0 and (xi9 ..., xk)9 (yi9 ..., yk) in B, where LB is a real valued function 
with 
(C3) jLB(0df<oo , 
then the terminal value problem (E)—(C) has at most one solution on an interval 
of the form [J, oo). 
Proof. We assume that x and y are solutions of the terminal value problem 
(E)-(C). Then, Jim x(t) = lim y(t) = <J and hence for any e > 0 and some 
f~+00 t~+co 
To ^ to w e ha v e 
I x(t) | g | { |H- « and, | y(t) \ g \( | + e for every t ^ r0. 
Thus, if 
B - {(zi9 ...9zk)e(K
n)k : \zt\ £ | ( | + e} 
for i = 1, 2, ..., k and every t ;> t0 we have 
x(t)eB9y(t)eB9x[ati)']eB and >[<r,(0] e 5. 
We consider now the function LB and because of (C3), we choose a T \> T0 so 
that 
fli(5).disi." 
T JLK т 
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Thus, taking also into account condition (C2), for every t ^ T 
I m - J>(0.£?. / ( - ; *[ffi(«)], -»*[>*(-)] - /(-; JC ' IWI - > ^ * ) ] I & ^ 
t 
oo k oo nfT^ 
£ J LB(s) £ | xC^s)] - rfotfi] | ds g fcp(T) J LB(s) ds ^ -i-y-., 
t *-=l t * 
where />(r) = sup {| x(s) - y(s) | : s e [T, oo)}. Therefore p(T) ^ - l p ( D , that 
is p(T) = 0 and hence 
x(0 = y(t) for every t = T. 
Remarks 1. Contrary to the initial value problem, the Lipschitz condition (C2) 
is not sufficient for the uniqueness of solutions of the terminal value problem 
(E)—(C). In fact, the "smallness" condition (C3) fails for the scalar differential 
equation 
x'(0 + *(t2) = 0, t = 1 
and though it is of advanced type, it has two solutions x t(0 = — and x2(t) = 0 
both of which satisfy the terminal condition lim x(t) = 0. 
f-*oo 
2. The uniqueness fails also in the case where the equation is not of advanced 
type. Counterexamples can be constructed in the cases of retarded or mixed type 
differential equations. For each of these cases we choose respectively to give the 
scalar equations 
*X0 + ^ * W 0 = 0, r = l 
and 
emt 
At) + JĹl xЦt)e-w»=0, i £ l , .3/2 
both of which satisfy conditions (C2) and (C3) and have .the solutions x t(0 = — 
and x2(0 = 0 which satisfy the terminal condition lim x(0 = 0. 
t-+co 
3. In the case where Domf = (—oo, r0] x (K
n)k it makes sense the (left) terminal 
problem (E) — (C), where 
(C) lim x(0 = Z. 
t-->-oo 
The transformation t -> 2t0 — t leads to a (right) terminal problem of the form 
(E)~(C). Thus the existence theorem remains valid for the (left) terminal problem 
(E)—(C)- while the uniqueness one is valid for the retarded case. 
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